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1: The Great Big Book of Everything - | Song Info | AllMusic
"The Great Big Book of Everything" is a book owned by Stanley Griff in the series Stanley. It is a book on all kinds
animals, and it can be used to travel into the habitats of those animals and even bring the animals themselves out of the
book and back.

Great Big Book of Everything with everything inside! See the world around us! The Great Big Book of
Everything: The one-stop shop for all your plot needs. On the first page. Want to find the only way to kill the
Big Bad? It has a detailed entry. Whoever wrote this book must have damn-near infinite knowledge. It has all
the facts you need and has them at the moment you need them! In fact, it seems like new information just
appears in the book all the time, as the plot requires. While this is a plausible plot point for a while, eventually
you have to ask, who wrote this stuff? Did John Winchester really know all the information in his journal? If
so, why are his sons following it to living monsters rather than ones he killed? Could the Halliwell ancestors
really have known about the upper echelons of demon society? Creatures that never set foot on earth? All
those cosmic entities that never show themselves to mortals are somehow in the book. Effectively an
Omniscient Database in paper format, it provides the information to the cast so that they can keep the plot
moving without spending hours sifting through a library. Sure, some of it is an Ass Pull , but it helps us get to
the ass-kicking. When the book fails to give any information on a villain, spell, artifact etc. This also appears
in a lot of video games, usually as a "guidebook" or similar phrase. It always has everything you need to know
to get out of any situation the programmers threw in there that you could conceivably be stuck on, even if they
sometimes appear to be riddles. In this case, new information may even literally appear as the plot demands,
the entry for each location, item, enemy or other piece of interest only readable after you have encountered it.
Supertrope to Big Book of War. May be quoted from and result in a Sparse List of Rules. Material in the
manga vol. Information is always up-to-date, but you risk losing data "arbitrarily deemed of lesser
importance". She has no problem accessing highly classified information, though. Brock likes carrying around
"Guide Books" in which he looks up vital information about tournament rules or opportunities to eat or shop.
He also has a separate guidebook containing accurate details on female celebrities. James uses a bunch of
Pokemon cards in place of a Pokedex. Used more for plot exposition than Deus ex Machina. The actual Clair
Bible turned out to be something a little more complex. The manuscripts handled this fairly realistically:
Xellos also carries a more mundane example, a great big travel guide of every little town. What Noah from
Soul Eater is trying to do. He sucks anything interesting into his book. Anything up to so far and including the
son of the Anthropomorphic Personification of Death , who may or may not be the Anthropomorphic
Personification of Order. He also has at least one Cthulhu trapped in the book. He used it to avoid their
attacks, then steal away their fairy companions and transformation devices. Downplayed but nonetheless
present in Assassination Classroom: Koro-sensei is so Crazy-Prepared that whenever he writes a book for his
students about a particular subject, it ends up being a Doorstopper loaded with all kinds of information. It is
always there when a Junior Woodchuck needs it. This is one of the few examples where there really is a
detailed origin explaining how all that knowledge ended up there. Actually, there are two: A lengthy Don
Rosa story-arc once revealed that it had been condensed from the entire content of the Great Library of
Alexandria with the lost history of South America and Asia added later. The library was a storehouse of
ancient knowledge that was tragically lost to history through a series of disasters, culminating in a fire during
the time of the Roman Empire. Cue panic as not even the top generals know. They then had to keep Donald
tied up so he would not go to the newspaper with the information that "the Woodchucks follow advice that
could as well be made up". They always happen to have exactly the volumes of the Guide applicable to the
topic at hand, though, and it is often handwaved. Interestingly, there are three cases where the book was
missing something: The impossibly vast amount of knowledge contained in the Guide has actually backfired
on the boys on at least one occasion. In the Five-Episode Pilot of DuckTales , they try to look up how to stop
their plane from crashing, and they can find the entries for driving or flying all sorts of obscure vehicles except
"an ordinary airplane! Whenever the group experiences anything supernatural on their adventures, Huey adds
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it to the book himself. The Disney Duck Comics Universe is vast enough, and the stories are numerous
enough, to contain another totally unrelated example. Magica de Spell has a spell book which was much more
like a traditional Book of Shadows. Each contains spells or information to perfectly counter something in the
other. One appeared in Final Crisis: Superman Beyond, and was so heavy that Superman and Captain Marvel
working together could barely lift it. And it was only a single page, said to contain every page created in all
possible realities. Ultraman read enough of it to be driven insane. The Absorbacon in the Silver Age Hawkman
comics. This is a device that captures all the information known by any mind on a planet, and then allows
Hawkman and Hawkgirl to access it. The Autobot Code from More Than Meets the Eye is more than just a set
of military guidelines, rather it exists to guide an Autobot through every aspect of their lives. It even includes
subsections for threats that were feared but never ended up manifesting. Fan Fiction Parodied in the Kingdom
Hearts fanfic Those Lacking Spines with the ever-handy guidebook which contains anything the protagonists
need to know about a given world. Each Book deals with only one Element, but contains everything there is to
know about that Element and the spells pertaining to its manipulation. Not bad for a Stratocracy. Parodied in
"Twilight Sparkle Discovers Wikipedia". In this story The Other Wiki manifests as a magical talking book that
uses flattery and its ease of use to tempt Twilight into using it. Princess Celestia hates it because it makes
research too easy, and assignments must be long and tedious to prevent students from questioning the
pointless busywork teachers give them. Queen of Shadows has The Histories of Eternal Shadow, a massive
book containing the complete history and knowledge of the Shadowkhan race. Among other things, it lists
biographies of every Queen and every Yojimbo , as well as all the important rituals that future Queen need to
be able to perform. Intercom carries over the universal information of the human mind found in Mind
Manuals. Films â€” Animated The Book of Life , which supposedly contains accounts of all events that have
ever transpired. How to Train Your Dragon has a book about dragons which Hiccup consults that is supposed
to be this when it comes to dragons, but is disappointingly lacking in information. Amusingly, for the dragons
it does have information about it lists their capabilities as RPG style statistics. Extremely dangerous,
extremely dangerous The unholy offspring of lightning and death itself. Never engage this dragon. Whenever
the heroes get stuck they consult the map. The "Sex Bible" from American Pie. Though, as the name suggests ,
its contents deal almost exclusively with sex positions. The book, a small pocket sized volume that appears to
have some degree of sentience, consists of various pieces of advice written on its pages. In addition, the book
always opens the relevant page. A repeated piece of advice, but still useful. More obviously lampshaded, yet
somehow simultaneously played straighter, with a book Helena comes across earlier in the same library: The
Complete History of Everything. More useful for exposition than immediate advice, though. Beetlejuice Handbook for the Recently Deceased. Though it can be difficult to parse the meaning of the knowledge inside,
as it "reads like stereo instructions. Filled with almost everything a conspiracy nut would love, and more on
top of that. Most importantly the information the team is currently looking for, and, a hidden detail on page
47, which may come into play in the third film, if one ever comes out. Discussed by Richard in The Blue
Lagoon , when he wishes that one day a book fell from the sky with answers to every question. Navy survival
manual, "Survival at Sea and Like It". Viewers hear its voice, and it covers some Back to the Future Part II: I
may be wrong, but I think that was the greatest book that ever was written. Talk about Solomon or the New
York Tribune! That man must have put in fifty years and travelled a million miles to find out all that stuff.
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2: "Stanley" Stanley's Great Big Book of Everything Adventure: Part 1 (TV Episode ) - IMDb
The Great Big Book of Everything: The one-stop shop for all your plot needs. Need information about the super-power
you've just been given?On the first page. Want to find the only way to kill the Big Bad?

Synopsis[ edit ] Each episode shows Stanley voiced by Jessica D. Stone in a situation he does not fully
understand. He discusses it with his pet goldfish Dennis Charles Shaughnessy before consulting the Great Big
Book of Everything, a remarkably complete zoology book aimed at young children or his computer. By
observing how an animal copes with the same situation Stanley faces, or how it can overcome a similar
difficulty, Stanley learns to deal with the situation himself. Throughout the show Stanley and all his preschool
aged friends are able to talk to his pet cat, Elsie Hynden Walch and dog Harry Rene Mujica as well as Dennis.
Other animals also seem to occasionally respond, but never talk or give a definite indication they truly
understood what was said. The Great Big Book of Everything appears to be magical in nature, able to either let
the animals out of the pages or allow the children to enter, sometimes changing them into animals in the
process. This does not appear to be imaginary since occasionally adults do notice the noise, and Stanley works
hard to hide the animals. She reveals that she too can work the book, and in fact was the one who gave it to
Stanley. She was also the one who taught its theme song to Harry and Elsie. When someone says the "Great
Big Book of Everything", hints it out, or even has the book, Elsie and Harry will wake up or find their way
into the scene and start singing. This usually annoys Dennis, who after the introductory verse, says something
like "Oh not again! Characters[ edit ] Stanley Griff Jessica D. Stone is an imaginative young boy. He has three
pets: He has an older brother named Lionel, who enjoys playing his electric guitar, a father who stays at home
and draws cartoons, and a mother who is a dentist the latter two were revealed in the episode "Double-Duty
Dad". He even breaks the fourth wall by either encouraging the audience to do something fun or by asking
them questions at the end of almost every episode. Lionel Griff Shawn Pyfrom is the older brother of Stanley.
He likes rock and roll music a lot and always wears headphones on his ears, but still loves his younger brother
very much by giving him advice, helping out with his homework, and looking out for him. He is a
stay-at-home father but works anyway as a cartoonist. He wears glasses, a dark purple short-sleeved shirt, dark
pants, has short dark strands of hair and has a beard. She works as a dentist and loves her family very much.
However, she does have ophidiophobia, which is the fear of snakes. She has red hair, wears jeans , a green
collared short-sleeved shirt, red lipstick and white shoes. Whether at the pool or the beach,her bathing suit is
mostly a two piece bikini style. He has a father who is referred to as Mr. Goldberg Wallace Shawn and a
mother who is referred to as Mrs. In "Little Dog Lost", it is revealed that he is Jewish because not only is his
last name Goldberg, he does not celebrate Christmas and he celebrates Hanukkah. But he gets a present for
every one of the 8 nights of the holiday. He also has a little sister named Samantha who went to Mrs. Griff for
a dental checkup and in the episode "Tasmanian Tantrum" she throws tantrums when she wants something.
She has pigtails and appears in several episodes. Ben Aria Noelle is a boy that wears a hat. He appears in "Me
and My Pal Fish! Stanley stands up to him saying that he and Lester make a great time. He makes cameos in
other episodes. Teresa Kirby is a girl that appears in the episode "Shell Game". She is the same age as Stanley.
Later on, Stanley apologizes and him and Teresa be great friends. She has a pet turtle Because Stanley and
Dennis learned about turtles in this episode. She makes cameos in the episodes where Stanley is in class. She
has orange pigtails, glasses, blue dress, and purple high heels. Fox is an animal that appears in the episode
"Watch Out for Lionels". It barks out loud at armadillo. Stone - Stanley Griff.
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3: The Great Big Book Of Everything (from Stanley) Sheet Music Print PVG
It is not like the great big book of everything as portrayed in the cartoon but my kids didn't seem to notice. They love
flipping through the pages telling me all kinds of facts for all the different aminals.

Stanley Griff and his classmates Advertisement: Stanley was a show about animals. Its main character was a
first grader named Stanley. His pets are a goldfish named Dennis, a cat named Elsie, and a dog named Harry.
He would use his Great Big Book of Everything to learn about the animals, or occasionally the Internet. The
series was seen for several years as part of the lineup of the Playhouse Disney block on Disney Channel.
Contains examples of the following tropes: Occasionally, Stanley would become the animal of the day inside
the book. In the beaver episode, his friends join in on the transformation. Happens with Stanley on those
occasions when he excuses his actions regarding something Great Big Book related by simply telling the truth.
You know I hate snakes. When not specifically teaching information about animals, it was of the pro-social
values and good behaviors type. He goes as red as a lobster over a large part of his body and ends up learning
about lobsters from The Great Big Book of Everything. One episode was about the Tyrannosaurus rex , while
the TV movie has Brachiosaurus as the main dinosaur of focus. Almost every episode ends with Stanley going
to bed and telling Dennis what he learned in the episode. Dennis, as the designated Fourth-Wall Observer ,
uses this to quiz viewers on animal facts and occasionally at other times. Getting Crap Past the Radar: This is
one of few preschool series to get away with using the word "stupid" without it being cited as a "bad word".
Great Big Book of Everything: Given to him by his Grandma Griff. A very special book â€” not only does it
contain an A-Z of animals, but it also contains magic properties. Stanley and others can " skidoo " inside it,
and the animals can escape from the book. However, even though the book in the show is referred to by its
title, we only learn what it contains about animals. Additionally, "The Way of the Buffalo" has a fairly big one
about conservation, enough so for Disney Junior to choose it for their Earth Day airing, despite the Earth Day
song in "Save the Bluebird. Either or both may be responsible for why nobody ever seems to notice the
absence of Stanley and his friends when they go inside The Great Big Book of Everything. Finn, speaks with
an Irish accent and every time he talks an Irish-sounding tune plays in the background. Except in rare cases
that Stanley goes online to look something up, in which case Harry and Elsie have an "online" variation of the
song that they perform. How do you two always manage show up to sing that horrid song about that book, in
even the most improbable places? So they tell the kids that one myth is not true, and replace it with a variant
on the myth instead? As the description says, they run. This is sometimes, but not always, used to introduce
"The Great Big Book of Everything" song, or its second verse. Elsie experiences one when she grows tired of
waiting for the butterfly to emerge from its chrysalis in "Caterpillar Countdown. There are several related to
horses. In "Horsepower," both when Stanley first looks up horses in The Great Big Book of Everything and
when one comes out of it, a bit of the theme from Green Acres is played. Griff states "they have horses, of
courses. The episode "PU Pup" focuses on them. Status Quo Is God: In "Sheep and a Haircut," Mrs. Griff gets
a new hairstyle, which Stanley has to get used to, the aesop being that change can be good. In the next episode,
however, her hairstyle is right back to the one seen on her throughout the series. Straight Man and Wise Guy:
Thus, they go into The Great Big Book of Everything to learn about dolphin communication and settle on
using hand signals to indicate to each other if Harry is about show up. In the end, things work out great and
Harry is very surprised as he had forgotten that it was his birthday. Unfortunately for him, despite not knowing
exactly what Stanley is going to look up, they make a pre-recorded message and succeed in reminding Dennis
to never get his hopes up when it comes to their dedication to the song. That Reminds Me of a Song:
Performed by the Baha Men, of all groups. Tomboy and Girly Girl: Griff use a computer at the pet store to
research goldfish and Mrs. Elsie then winks directly at Stanley from the monitor. You Can Say That Again:
Stanley says this after Elsie tells him "Boy, do you have a problem" in "Kangaroo Cleanup," so Elsie does so.
Harry then enters the roomâ€” "Hey, Stanley, did you hear? You have a problem.
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4: Stanley - Episode Guide - www.enganchecubano.com
"Stanley's Great Big Book of Everything Adventure" Broadcast history [ edit ] In the U.S., the series aired on Disney
Channel's daytime preschool block Playhouse Disney since its debut, September 15,

Be sure to look at what he has to offer. What is the Big Book of Everything? In a nutshell, it is a notebook
filled with all of the information anyone could possibly need to know about you. The idea is that in our lives
we have countless things that we are involved in. On rare occasions, other people need this information and no
one knows how to get it. By filling this out and keeping it current, you can simplify the effort others have to
take on your behalf. Uses for the Big Book are: After you pass away. People will know what accounts to
cancel, have access to your email, know where important papers are kept, and otherwise streamline what is
already a painful process. The information in the book is often found on various applications, by having the
book you can look that stuff up at a moments notice. Making sure you know what your assets are. By going
through and inventorying all of your assets, you have a better idea of where you are financially. Forcing you to
prepare for emergencies. By filling out the forms, it will force you to be better prepared when an emergency
strikes. So, how long does this take to fill out? Well you certainly could sit down and bang it all out in one
sitting but that would take a long time, longer than it takes to do your taxes. Instead, I recommend tackling a
page a day. There are fifty-two pages in the book. Some pages will take you 10 minutes to fill out, while
others might take a few hours. If you do a page a day, you should be done in about a month and a half. Sounds
great, but what does it cost? Good question, it is free. Just download the PDF down below, print it out, and go
to town. If you find anything I left out of the Big Book, or you have any questions, please feel free to email
me.
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5: Stanley ( TV series) - Wikipedia
No one's uploaded this in high quality yet, so I thought I would. This is the full song from the Playhouse Disney album.
Sorry, no video.

Stanley teaches a wide variety of issues preschool children face, including change, growth, rules, and dealing
with others. Each episode centers around an animal that deals with or helps explain the issue Stanley is
grappling with. The show is popular with viewers and fans alike, mainly due to things usually unused in a
preschool show mostly the slang and sentences from Harry, how Dennis is annoyed by the song for The Great
Big Book of Everything, the extremely rare fourth wall breakages, the word "dude" and the design for Lionel,
the many diverse shapes, the music and how it is popular with teenagers. Reruns of Stanley currently air on
Disney Junior. Mijn belangrijkste vraag is wat langer, die moet ik even inleiden. Deze heeft betrekking op
finger spelling. Ik heb je verteld dat ik voor Nederlands werk als. Before making The Shining, Stanley
Kubrick directed the movie Barry Lyndon, a highly visual period film about an Irish man who attempts to
make his way into the. This page uses content from the English Wikipedia. The article or pieces of the original
article was at Stanley series. The list of authors can be seen in the. Background Powers and Abilities.
Whenever Stanley enters his book, he transforms into any animal he can change into with an amazing skill and
ability. Sidney Crosby firmly entrenches himself as one of the greatest with second Stanley Cup win. The tales
of a boy and his best buddies, a pet fish, a pet cat, and a pet dog. Each episode shows Stanley voiced by
Jessica D. Stone in a situation he does not fully understand. He discusses it with his pet goldfish Dennis
Charles Shaughnessy before consulting the Great Big Book of Everything, a remarkably complete zoology
book aimed at young children. By observing how an animal copes with the same situation Stanley faces, or
how it can overcome a similar difficulty, Stanley learns to deal with the situation himself. Throughout the
show Stanley and all his preschool aged friends are able to talk to his pet cat, Elsie Hynden Walch and dog,
Harry Rene Mujica as well as Dennis. Other animals also seem to occasionally respond, but never talk or give
a definite indication they truly understood what was said. In fact, it was she that gave Stanley the book and
taught its theme song to Harry and Elsie. The Great Big Book of Everything appears to be magical in nature,
able to either let the animals out of the pages or allow the children to enter, sometimes changing them into
animals in the process. This does not appear to be imaginary since occasionally adults do notice the noise, and
Stanley works hard to hide the animals. She reveals that she too can work the book, and in fact was the one
who gave it to Stanley. When someone says, or even hints out, or even has, the "Great Big Book Of
Everything", the cat and dog named Elsie and Harry, respectively will wake up or find their way into the scene
and start singing. When Playhouse Disney rebranded its on- air presentation in 2. Stanley was put on a new
timeslot at 9. AM on the weekends. As of May 2. Playhouse Disney rebranded as Disney Junior. The show
was briefly seen online on Disney. The series will air reruns on the Disney Junior channel on March 2. The
Series, Timon and Pumbaa, and 1. In Canada, it was running on The Family Channel from 2. Disney Channel
September 1. Disney Junior March 2. Playhouse Disney Canada November 2. Disney Junior Canada 2. On
January 3, 2.
6: The Great Big Book of Everything | Disney Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Find great deals on eBay for great big book of everything. Shop with confidence.

7: Stanley: The Great Big Book of Everything by Andrew Griffin
The Great Big Book of Everything - Paul Truman Jr. shared a post. Sp S on S so S red S Â· October 14 at PM Â· Good
evening all. Please check out this awesome.

8: Stanley - Show News, Reviews, Recaps and Photos - www.enganchecubano.com
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It's Stanley's Great Big Book of Everything-the handy-dandy reference book that Stanley uses to explore the animal
world on his hit Disney Channel show. With 96 pages of fun and fascinating animal facts, colorful photos, and brilliant
artwork, this book is both comprehensive and refreshingly.

9: Great Big Book of Everything - TV Tropes
Along with his pets, he looks through "The Great Big Book of Everything" to help him solve problems and learn more
about his world. Stanley is a 6-year-old boy who's wild about animals and loves to solve problems.
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